Comparison of speech quality with and without sensors in electromagnetic articulograph AG 501 recording
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Abstract

In the recordings using electromagnetic articulograph AG 501, sensors are glued to subject’s articulators such as jaw, lips and tongue and both speech and articulatory movements are simultaneously recorded. In this work, we study the effect of the presence of the sensors on the quality of speech spoken by the subject. This is done by recording when a subject speaks a set of 19 VCV stimuli while sensors are attached to subject’s articulators. For comparison we also record the same set of stimuli spoken by the same subject but with no sensors attached to subject’s articulators. Both subjective and objective comparisons are made on the recorded stimuli in these two settings. Subjective evaluation is carried out using 16 evaluators. Listening experiments with recordings from five subjects show that the recordings with sensors attached are significantly different from those without sensors attached in terms of human recognition score as well as on a perceptual difference measure. This is also supported in the objective comparison which computes dissimilarity measure using the spectral shape information. Index Terms: Electromagnetic Articulography, speech quality, listening test

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic articulography (EMA) is a technology used to record the movements of various articulators including lips, jaw, tongue during various speech and non-speech activities. The electromagnetic articulograph AG501 (Carstens Medizinelektronik, Lenglern, Germany) [1] is currently the most developed three-dimensional (3D)-EMA system. AG501 has 16 channels which measure the horizontal, lateral and vertical displacement of the sensors as well as their angular orientation in terms of azimuth and inclination. For recording articulatory movement using AG501, sensors are glued on the articulators of interest. Typically, for recording speech related articulatory motions, sensors are attached to several articulators on the midsagittal plane outside oral cavity (upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL)) as well as inside oral cavity (lower incisor (LI), tongue tip (TT), tongue body (TB), tongue dorsum (TD)) as shown in Fig. 1. Sensors in AG501 are 2.2mm×2.4mm×0.18mm in size [1]. The weight of the sensor along with 1.2m sensor cable is 2.47g [1]. The glue attached to the sensors increases the sensors’ effective size. Glue also increases the weight of the sensor potentially causing discomfort to the subject, particularly with the sensors attached inside oral cavity in a long recording session. Difficulty in uttering speech due to multiple sensors on the tongue using AG500 has been previously reported [2]. The wires attached to the sensors often also cause inconvenience to
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2. Method

2.1. Subjects

Five healthy subjects (4 Male & 1 Female) have been used for this study, they are denoted by M1, M2, M3, M4 and F1. All subjects gave their (informed) consent for the recording. The age of the five subjects are 46, 47, 70, 70 and 66 years (average age: 59.8yrs (±12.26)). The native languages of M1, M2, M3, M4, F1 are Bengali, Kannada, Hindi, Hindi, Kannada respectively. While all subjects have their native languages different from English, it should be noted that they are educated and fluent in English reading, writing and speaking. The subjects do not have any reported speech defects in their entire life.

2.2. Stimuli

19 non-word VCV (vowel consonant vowel) bi-syllables are used as the stimuli where the vowel is chosen as the phoneme /a/. The consonants are chosen so that they cover various locations of constrictions in the vocal tract during consonant production, namely, bilabial, labiodental, interdental, alveolar, palatal, velar [6] and retroflex. Since the presence of the sensors would interfere with the degree and location of some of these constrictions, this set of 19 VCV stimuli would be appropriate for the intended study in this work. The 19 stimuli (with phonetic transcriptions) are as follows: AFA(/alA/)[क्र], AMA(/ama/)[वङ्चन], ABA(/abA/)[फ़क्री], APA(/apa/)[प़र], ADHA(/adha/)[लड़], ATHA(/atha/)[तरकार], ATA(/ata/)[टमाट], ADA(/ada/)[डृष्ट], ANA(/ana/)[नम], ASA(/asa/)[सर्वत], ASHA(/asha/)[शक्ति], AZA(/aza/)[उहल], ACHA(/acha/)[चमक], AJA(/aja/)[जहाज], ALA(/ala/)[लक्ष्य], ARA(/ara/)[रला], AKA(/aka/)[कलम], AGA(/aga/)[गहन], ANGA(/anga/)[अगन]. The first phoneme of an example Hindi word in bracket ([]) corresponds to the consonant of the respective stimuli.

The vowel and each of the consonants listed above are found in the linguistic repertoire of both the subjects who under go the AG501 recording and the evaluators who participate in the listening tests. It is acknowledged that determining the functional adequacy of the oral structures individually is a means to get to know the speech mechanism; This can be carried out using VCV non words [7]. They do not load the speaker semantically and thus often are excellent choice of material for use in the recording. Another reason for choosing non word stimuli is to avoid semantics as a distractor to the listener while making perceptual judgments.

2.3. Data acquisition procedure and conditions

The AG501 recording of the 19 stimuli by five subjects is done at the Speech Pathology lab at NIMHANS, Bangalore; we follow the guidelines given by the AG501 recording instructions. Super Uni-directional electret condenser microphone, provided with AG501 setup is used for recording. Each subject is seated comfortably for recording and a sheet containing the printed form of the stimuli. The recording is done in two phases. In the first phase no sensor is attached to the subject’s articulators and subject is asked to repeat each stimulus 5 times with pauses in between. In the second phase, eight sensors are attached to subject’s articulators - two sensors behind two ears for head movement correction and remaining 6 sensors on UL, LL, jaw, TT, TB and TD. Before recording the set of 19 VCV stimuli with sensors attached, the subject is engaged in a natural conversation for 1-2 minutes followed by a set of four tasks, namely, reading passage, repetition of words, rehearsed speech, spontaneous speech on any topic. This is done to help the subject to get used to the sensors attached to his/her articulators. The subjects are then asked to repeat each stimulus 5 times as in the first phase of recording. It is found that M1, M2, M4 can not distinguish AZA and AJA in their spoken form (mainly due to their socio-linguistic background) and they are all recognized as AJA by linguistics expert. Thus the recordings of AZA from these three male subjects are not considered for the present study. Similarly recordings of AFA from M1 and M4 are excluded due to its confusion with ASA. On the same note, recording of AFA from M1 is also excluded due to its confusion with APA. Thus we have overall 89 clips over all five subjects – a total of 178 clips considering both WS and WoS cases 1.

2.4. Listeners

A total of 16 listeners (evaluators) consisting of 8 males and 8 females participated for subjective evaluation. The listeners are in the age group of 22 to 32 years with an average age of 24.62years (±2.89). The listeners are graduate students at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. None of the listeners has any medically diagnosed hearing problem. Similar to five subjects, the listeners also have variety in their native language – Hindi(3), Telugu(5), Malayalam(4), Tamil(1), Kannada(2), Marathi(1). All listeners can read, write, speak English fluently.

3. Subjective comparison

Although all subjects repeat each stimulus 5 times, for the subjective comparison, we manually cut one of the repetitions from the middle of the recording for every stimulus spoken by each subject both WS sensor case. This is done to avoid any effect due to the start and end of the recording on the chosen clip for perceptual test. In the subjective comparison, we conducted two types of listening tests. The goal of the Listening Test 1 (LT1) is to examine if human recognition accuracy of the stimuli changes from the WS to the WoS condition. On the other hand, the goal of the Listening Test 2 (LT2) is to quantify the level of perceptual difference between the clips corresponding to same stimuli but in with and without sensor conditions. The listening tests are conducted in an anechoic chamber using direct sound EX-29 extreme isolation monitoring headphones. The two listening tests are described in the following subsections.

3.1. Listening Test 1

3.1.1. Description of test set up

In LT1, an evaluator is presented with a clip at random and then asked to classify it as one of the 19 stimuli. The listener is allowed to listen to the presented clip as many times as possible. This is done by a graphical user interface (GUI) developed using MATLAB R2013a as shown in Fig. 2.1. The GUI consists of four sections namely the listening panel, selection panel, indicator panel and the relaxation panel. The listening panel enables the evaluators to listen to the sound clips presented at random. In the selection panel 19 stimuli names are presented, any of which an evaluator could select, to classify the presented clip. ‘None of the above’ option is also included in the selection panel, to aid the evaluators, in case they could not classify the presented clip into one of the 19 stimuli. The indicator panel

1Removing these few missing stimuli altogether from all subjects does not change the experimental results and conclusions. Hence, we continue to use these stimuli although they are missing for some of the subjects.
gives the percentage of all stimuli completed. The relaxation panel provides four songs for the evaluators to listen to, any time they wanted to relax during the test. The average time taken by each evaluator to perform this listening test is found to be ~20 minutes. 12 random clips from 178 clips are chosen and presented for LT1 in addition to 178 clips (thus, a total of 190 clips). This is done to check the level of consistency of the evaluators. The evaluators are explained about the details of the listening test before the test begins.

I. GUI of Listening test 1  
II. GUI of Listening test 2  
Figure 2: Graphical user interface (GUI) for listening tests.

3.1.2. Results and discussions

From the listening test of 12 additional clips (used for consistency check) it is found that 6 evaluators are 100% consistent; another 6 evaluators are found to be inconsistent in only 1 of 12 clips (~92% consistent); two evaluators are inconsistent in 2 of 12 clips (~83% consistent) and two other evaluators are inconsistent in 3 of 12 clips (~75% consistent). Since all evaluators are consistent by 75% or more, we include all 16 evaluators for the present study. For each of 178 clips, we obtain the human recognition (HR) accuracy by finding how many evaluators among 16 correctly classify the respective clip\(^2\). Thus we obtain HR accuracies for 89 pairs of clips across all subjects separately – each pair corresponds to the WS and WoS conditions. The mean and standard deviations (SD) of these recognition accuracies are shown in Table 1. We also report these accuracies by considering clips of only male and only female subjects separately. We perform a Wilcoxon test [8] to find statistically significant difference between WoS and WS cases. The \(p\)-values from the test are also reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Average (SD) of HR accuracy</th>
<th>WoS</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>(p)-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.900 (0.157)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.365)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.907 (0.153)</td>
<td>0.642 (0.378)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.875 (0.172)</td>
<td>0.813 (0.279)</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Listening test 1 results.

From the Table 1 it is clear that the average HR accuracy over all subjects is significantly higher in the WoS case compared to that in WS case at 95% significance level. This could be because subjects can articulate more freely without sensor than with sensors attached, particularly for those stimuli where the sensors interfere the most. This is also the case when HR accuracies of male subjects are considered. However, that is not the case with the female subject. This implies that, unlike male subjects, the female subject could maintain her speech quality even when sensors are attached to her articulators while that is not the case with male subjects. Further investigation reveals that there are five stimuli, namely, ATHA (voiceless dental fricative), ACHA (voiceless postalveolar affricate), ATA (voiceless alveolar stop), ADHA (voiced dental fricative), and ADHA (voiced postalveolar affricate), which got less than 50% HR accuracy in WS condition, particularly, 28.75%, 33.75%, 37.5%, 38.75%, 42.5% respectively. They are most confused with APA, ASHA, ACHA, AZA and AZA respectively. Thus, it is clear that production of all the stimuli for which HR accuracy drops require constriction at different parts of the tongue where sensors are attached. Thus, sensors on the tongue could be the main reason for the change in the HR accuracy.

3.2. Listening test 2

3.2.1. Description of test set up

The GUI for LT2 is shown in Fig. 2.II. This GUI consists of similar panels as in the GUI of the Listening test 1. Here, the evaluators are presented with a pair of audio clips corresponding to a particular stimulus from a subject. After listening to the two clips, the evaluators are asked to select one of the five options, from the selection panel, to quantify the perceptual difference in the stimuli. The evaluators could listen to each clip as many times as required. The LT2 is done at identical place as that of LT1 but at a different time so that the evaluators are not bored due to long listening session. The average time taken by the evaluators for LT2 is found to be ~12 minutes. The scale of perceptual difference are given following degradation category rating (DCR) method [9] as follows:

- 0 - Similar clips
- 1 - Difference is audible but not prominent
- 2 - Difference is slightly prominent
- 3 - Difference is prominent
- 4 - Difference is very prominent

Table 2: \(p\)-values from one-sided T-test.

From each evaluator, we obtain 89 scores each for a pair of clips corresponding to WS and WoS conditions. The distribution of scores from all evaluators are as follows: 51.13%(0), 22.13%(1), 7.55%(2), 9.44%(3), 9.74%(4). These scores are then averaged for every stimulus over all evaluators. Since only a score of 0 corresponds to perceptually identical stimuli, we perform an one-sided T-test \((H_0 = \mu \geq 1)\). One sided T-test is also performed on scores separately for male (70 scores) and female (19 scores) subjects. The \(p\)-values obtained from the T-test are shown in Table 2. From the Table 2, it is clear that we can not reject the \(H_0\) for all subject and male subjects case but that for female subject can be rejected at 95% significance level. This suggests that the speech quality in the WS case could be perceptually different from that in the WoS case. While this also is true for male subjects, this is not the case with the female subject suggesting that the female subject maintains her speech quality although sensors are attached to her articulators. This is consistent with the finding from LT1.

\[
\text{Table 2: } \begin{array}{l|c|c|c}
\text{Subjects} & \text{All} & \text{Male} & \text{Female} \\
\hline
p\text{-value} & 0.897 & 0.987 & 0.001 \\
\end{array}
\]

From further investigations, it is observed that the perceptual difference score averaged across all evaluators is equal or
though the sensors are attached to his/her articulators while that specific, i.e., some subjects can maintain the speech quality although the sensors are attached to his/her articulators while that is not true for other subjects.

4. Objective comparison

In the objective comparison between the recordings in WS and WoS conditions, we would like to quantify the difference in the acoustics in these two recording conditions. For this purpose we use all five tokens of one stimuli by each subject unlike one token for the subjective evaluation. We represent each token of a stimuli by a sequence of Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). MFCCs are computed using 20msec frame duration and 10msec frame shift [10]. The first and second derivatives of MFCCs are computed and appended to the MFCC feature vector constructing a 39 dimensional acoustic feature vector. Note that each token will have different duration and, hence, different number of frames. To compensate for the difference in duration of two tokens in objective comparison, we perform dynamic time warping (DTW) [11] between two sequences of MFCCs with Euclidean distance measure. Thus, the acoustic distance \( D \) between two tokens is defined as the average Euclidean distance between the two corresponding MFCC sequences after DTW alignment.

4.1. Results and discussions

From all five tokens of a stimuli spoken by a subject in both WS and WoS conditions, we compute the distance measure for all 25 pairs of WS-WoS tokens. They are denoted by \( D_{WS-WoS} \). \( D_{WS-WoS} \) indicates the acoustic difference between token in WS and WoS conditions. To compare these distances against a reference distance we also compute the acoustic distance measure between every pair of tokens within WS and WoS conditions separately. These are denoted by \( D_{WS} \) and \( D_{WoS} \) respectively. Considering five tokens in each of WS and WoS conditions, we obtain 10 values of \( D_{WS} \) and \( D_{WoS} \) each. Considering all stimuli of all subjects (i.e., 89 combinations) we obtain, we obtain 2225, 890, and 890 values of \( D_{WS-WoS}, D_{WS}, \) and \( D_{WoS} \) respectively. The average values of these measures are shown in Table 3 along with their standard deviations. Table 3 also shows the average distance measure when only male and only female subjects are considered separately. We perform a statistical test for equality of means for comparing \( D_{WS-WoS} \) with \( D_{WS} \) and \( D_{WS-WoS} \) with \( D_{WoS} \) separately.

From Table 3, it is clear that \( D_{WS-WoS} \) is significantly higher than both \( D_{WoS} \) and \( D_{WS} \) (\( p < 0.001 \); in both cases) when all subjects’ recordings are considered. This is also true when only male and only female subjects’ recordings are considered. This suggests that there is a significant change in acoustic variabilities due to the presence of the sensors. \( D_{WS-WoS} \) and \( D_{WS} \) are also found to be significantly (\( p=0.000 \)) different for all and male subjects cases unlike that for the female subject (\( p=0.128 \)). Higher average value in the WoS case than WS case could be due to the fact that in the presence of sensors subjects have limited scope of articulatory movement leading to lesser variability in acoustics. Fig. 3 shows the average (SD) values of \( D_{WS-WoS}, D_{WS}, \) and \( D_{WoS} \) for each of the 19 stimuli. It is found that \( D_{WS-WoS} \) is significantly higher than each of \( D_{WS} \) and \( D_{WoS} \) in the case of all these stimuli at 95% significance level. /s/\( \bar{d} \), /sd\( \bar{d} \), /\( \bar{d} \) are three stimuli with the highest \( D_{WS-WoS} \); interestingly, the listening test scores are also low for these stimuli as discussed in section 3.1.2.

5. Conclusions

We compare the speech quality with and without sensors in AG501 recordings. Comparison is done using both subjective and objective metrics on recordings of 19 VCV stimuli from five subjects, four male and one female. The results from objective comparison match with that from the subjective comparison when all subjects’ data are considered. They both indicate that attaching sensors to subjects’ articulators changes the speech acoustics significantly from recordings without sensors. Stimuli that require constrictions at different portions of the tongue having sensors attached are found to be the ones for which the change in acoustics is significant. The findings from the subjective and objective comparisons do not match in the case of female subject. While subjective comparison implies no significant changes due to sensor attachment, the objective measure shows a significant difference. This indicates that the change in the speech quality due to the presence of sensor could be subject specific. This could be due to the fact that different subjects take different amount of time to adjust themselves to the AG 501 recording setup. Further analysis is required to quantify the effect of this acoustic difference when recordings from AG501 are used for speech applications such as recognition of speech, speaker, or emotion. Similar comparison using speech over a larger set of subjects would be more insightful.
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